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This muffler can make your genuine parts become 
much sporty with double exhaust pipes.

The surface is covered with bronze color, 
which makes your car more “Hi-ended”.

DTT ECU Tune
（ Digi-Tec by TEZZO ）
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Our DTT can make a remarkable 
imp r o v emen t  o n  t o r que  a nd  
response of your car. You can save 
the oil fee by this system. Further-
more, we are confident of our high 
quality. 

Vallelunga steering series made 
from real leather 【Vallelunga】
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In order to keep the original looking and 
driving experience, we use the best 
leather to reprocess the genuine parts 
from your car. So you can get a better 
feeling by our leather while you are 
holing the steering.
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【TEZZO】Sports mufflerA

TEZZO lxy スポーツマフラーB

 【TEZZO】 Stainless pillar kit3

No matter you want to replace all of 
your pillars or you just want to buy B 
pillars, our product always is your 
best choice.
Color: Black (Specularly)

Bre’c TEZZO Brake system
<CLEAN SPORTS>
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In order to solve the problems for 
our customers, we developed this 
product. It is anti-dust. You can 
drive comfortably everywhere with 
a better reaction and quality.

【TEZZO】 Non-slip pedal mat5

Taste is everywhere. You can stylish your 
life form your feet. For your safety, don’t 
forget the importance of Non-slip pedal 
mat. We have 10 colors. You can choose 
your favorite color form them.
Color : red/white/yellow/dark blue/green/
orange/light blue/black/gray/carbon/T・I

【TEZZO】 Adjustable spring kit
Ver.2
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We will low down the front side a 
little bit. It could makes your Fiat 500 
looks more charming while you are 
driving it anytime or everywhere.

【TEZZO】Adjustable suspension kit 
AJD-mtf (kit)
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We build this kit in order to cross 
over the limit. You can drive it as 
comfortable as others. Most of all, 
you won’t be slower than others.

TEZZO style floor mat/trunk mat9
You can enjoy the vivid color decorated 
with plaid. Furthermore, it is an elegant, 
well-produced product, which can fit 
any kind of cars.

Color: 
blue+black/red+black/white+black/yellow+black
There are some limited editions in our shop.

【TEZZO】Carbon air intake system
Ver.2　
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This is an air intake system equipped 
with carbon air box, which can bring 
cold air in as fast as it can.

【TEZZO】 Front spoiler 11 < ABS resin >

< ABS resin >

< ABS resin >

< ABS resin >

【TEZZO】 Side skirt

【TEZZO】 Rear bumper and Diffuser set

【TEZZO】 Spoiler and ducktail

■Rear disc spacer  ■【TEZZO】Number plate ■【TEZZO】Handbrake boots ■【TEZZO BASE endorsed】  Handbrake 

boots ■【TEZZO】Pure carbon mirror case ■【TEZZO】Non-slip pedal mat ■【TEZZO】Headlamp kit ( Original  /  

Specialized for idling stop system )  ■【TEZZO BASE endorsed】 front position lamp  ■【TEZZO】Original brake hose 

(covered by stainless steel mesh)  ■【TEZZO BASE endorsed】 strut tower bar  ■【TEZZO BASE endorsed】 frame brace 

front/center/rear ■【TEZZO】Seatbelt pad (real leather)  

【 Other parts  】

All Lineup
FIAT 500 TwinAir
150208
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The prices of the products are flexible.  
CO., LTD.
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